
 

 
 

Please Oppose Oklahoma Vaccine Coercion Bill SB83 

Oklahoma's Senator Yen is attempting to coerce citizens into viewing government 
materials!!!  Bill SB83 mandates parents must listen to government endorsed medical videos before being 
allowed to decline vaccines for their children! SB83 would marginalize and threaten parental rights. The 
original bill took away all the currently protected rights of parents to decline vaccines for their children, and 
this bill is being touted as a compromise! It is an Un-American compromise at that! Forced coerced viewing 
of government materials is completely offensive and unacceptable!! 

 
If you live in Oklahoma Take Action Here. 

 
SB83 would coerce parents into watching government website presentations before a parent could exercise their 
right to make a medical decision regarding vaccines for their children. 

 
SB83 would prohibit children from attending school unless they received all the government recommended 
vaccines, or unless parents first watched a government presentation on a government website and notarize that 
they have watched it regarding vaccines, or unless their doctor verified that a physical condition of the child is 
such that immunization would endanger the life or health of the child. Parents would lose their current right to 
object to vaccinations in writing and decline vaccines based on their own parental decision. 

 
To be a truly great and honorable country we need to protect the fundamental right to make our 
own health decisions including accepting or declining vaccines or other injections or treatments 
recommended by government! We need to resist government coercion practices that infringe on 
our personal liberties! 

 
SB83 is COMPLETELY UN-AMERICAN. If the Oklahoma bill passed, it would fundamentally change and 
destroy the constitutional relationship between government and citizens! Protection of our freedom of thought, 
freedom of speech, freedom of our bodily integrity and personal and domestic sovereignty has been an American 
guarantee and protected by the “law of the land” for decades. We will lose the essence of American liberty if 
government can coerce citizens into forced medical treatments! 

 
Read the bill and check its status here. 

 
 
 

 

http://org.salsalabs.com/o/850/p/dia/action3/common/public/?action_KEY=21015
http://webserver1.lsb.state.ok.us/cf_pdf/2017-18%20COMMITTEE%20AMENDMENTS/Senate/SB83%20PCS.PDF



